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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to develop a general framework for the preconditioning of nonlinear 
elliptic boundary value problems using fixed preconditioning operators in the iteration. 
Nonlinear elliptic problems arise in many applications in physics and other fields, for instance 
in elastoplasticity, magnetic potential theory, or reaction-diffusion processes. The numerical 
solution of elliptic problems has been a subject of extended investigation i  the past decades 
(cf., e.g., [1,2] and the references there). The most frequently used numerical methods are the 
finite difference, finite volume, and finite element methods. The solution of the obtained system 
of linear or nonlinear algebraic equations is generally obtained by some iterative method. The 
crucial point in the solution of these systems is most often preconditioning. Namely, since the 
condition umber of the Jacobians of these systems may be very large (in fact, it tends to infinity 
when discretization is refined), therefore suitable preconditioning technique has to be used to 
achieve a convenient condition umber [3,4]. An efficient way to provide suitable preconditioning 
is the Sobolev gradient echnique, developed for least-square methods [5,6], which relies on using 
the trace of the Sobolev inner product in the discrete spaces. 
The Sobolev gradient echnique points to the infinite-dimensional generalizations of iterative 
methods. In general these are much less considered in numerical practice, although there have 
appeared many other results in this direction. Beginning with Kantorovich, both gradient and 
Newton type methods have been developed and investigated in Hilbert space, cf., e.g., [5,7,8] and 
the references there. The authors' investigations on the gradient method include nondifferentiable 
operators in Hilbert space [9], and more generally, the infinite-dimensional background helps the 
construction and convergence analysis of numerical methods [7,9-11]. 
When the original problem is also linear, an efficient preconditioning approach as been devel- 
oped that underlines the use of Sobolev space theory for constructing efficient numerical methods. 
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Namely, one can use the discretizations of suitable linear elliptic operators (for which fast solvers 
are available) as preconditioners for other elliptic operators, see, e.g., [12-14]. In this way mesh 
independent condition numbers can be achieved, see the rigorous study [13] based on Hilbert 
space theory. 
The aim of this paper is to extend the above idea to nonlinear elliptic problems, and thus to 
develop a general framework for the preconditioning of the discretized problems. We note that 
for nonlinear problems the preconditioners might vary in course of the iteration, in which case 
the study of the iteration can be best based on a quasi-Newton method framework [15]. Now we 
focus on simple iterations, i.e., when fixed preconditioning operators are used. The advantages of
fixed preconditioning operators are the lack of need to update and the use of fast solvers which 
are only available for certain concrete types of elliptic operators. We note that the approach of 
this paper can be interpreted in the context of the Sobolev gradient echnique as descent w.r. to 
weighted Sobolev inner products. 
The idea of preconditioning operators can be summarized as follows. Preconditioning matrices 
can be obtained as suitable projections of some linear auxiliary operators into the discretization 
subspace, and hence we propose to choose the preconditioner fi st for the BVP itself as a linear el- 
liptic operator in the corresponding function space. Then the projection of this under the applied 
discretization will provide the required preconditioning matrix. In this way the preconditioning 
operator can be chosen on the continuous level, relying on the properties of the differential op- 
erator and independently of the way of discretization. Moreover, the preconditioning matrix is 
derived directly without any study of the structure of the discretized nonlinear system. 
The first main advantage of this preconditioning method is the natural construction of the 
preconditioners, since the preconditioning operators can be chosen for the problem itself indepen- 
dently of the way of discretization. Second, the condition umber of the preconditioned operator 
in Sobolev space provides a priori mesh independent estimates for the condition numbers of the 
discretized problems. 
The new results in this paper are presented together with survey parts on the preconditioning 
operator framework. That is, related earlier esults are quoted or referred to whenever it is useful 
for the general treatment of the subject. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, results on linear operators are reviewed to pro- 
vide background for the considerations in the nonlinear case. Section 3 is devoted to the infinite- 
dimensional preconditioning of nonlinear operators. Here the main results are Theorems 3.2 
and 3.3 which summarize preconditioning in Hilbert space and then (based on these) Theo- 
rem 3.4 which formulates general Sobolev space preconditioning for nonlinear elliptic operators. 
The main part of the paper from a numerical point of view is Section 4, where preconditioning 
strategies are given for the discretized elliptic problems. Based on the Sobolev space precondi- 
tioning framework, some preconditioning operators are presented on the continuous level. They 
define the corresponding preconditioning matrices via the chosen discretization procedure, and 
the presented condition umbers in Sobolev space yield mesh independent conditioning estimates 
for the discretized problems. 
2. PRECONDIT IONING OF L INEAR OPERATORS 
The main purpose of this section is to provide background for the considerations in the nonlinear 
case. The notions and the quoted main Sobolev space result give motivation. Before turning to 
the infinite-dimensional setting, we start with the linear algebraic ase. We consider simple 
iteration. (The most widespread generalization is the CGM, see [3].) 
2.1. Preconditioning of Symmetric Linear Algebraic Systems 
Some well-known basic facts are recalled here to indicate the motivations. For detailed presen- 
tation on preconditioning, see [3]. 
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Let us consider a linear algebraic system 
.~  = b, (1) 
with a symmetric positive definite (s.p.d.) matrix A • R NxN. Then the condition number of A 
is 
cond(A) = A(.A) (.Ax, x) <.Ax, x) A(A)' where A(A) = sup A(A) = inf 
~N\(o )  I1~11 ~ '  ~R, , \{o} I1~11 ~
(the extreme igenvalues of A). If there holds 
m ~ (Ax, x) []x[[2 <_M (x•R N) 
with suitable constants M ~ m > 0, then cond(A) < M/m and the iteration 
2 
Un+l =un M+m(AUn-b)  (heN)  
has convergence quotient (cond(A) - 1)/(cond(A) + 1) = (M - m) / (M + m). 
The aim of preconditioning is to replace (1) by an equivalent system Cy = f where cond(C) < 
cond(A). Usually C has the form C = Z)-IA with some (easily invertible) s.p.d, matrix Z); further, 
the preconditioning is based on spectral equivalence bounds. Namely, if 
(Az, z) 
m < (/)x,x) -< M (x • RN), 
then cond(D-1A) < M/m if the norm [[~][~ = (:D~,~) is used in R Iv. Consequently, the conver- 
gence quotient is (M - m) / (M + m) again in both norms. 
2.2. Precondit ioning of Linear Differential Operators  in Sobolev Space 
As mentioned above, the purpose of the notions and the quoted Sobolev space result in this 
section is to give motivation for the nonlinear case. 
Throughout this section we consider the differential operator 
Lu - - div(A(x)Vu) (u • H2(f~) N H~(f~)) (2) 
on a bounded omain f~ c R N which is C2-diffeomorphic to a convex domain. The matrix-valued 
function A E CI(~, R ~¢xN) is assumed to satisfy 
a(A(x)) c [m, M] C (0, oo) (x e fl). (3) 
(The results remain valid by adding the term q(x)u in Lu with q E C(~), q >_ 0. It is not inserted 
in (2) for clearer exposition.) The following regularity result will be required. 
THEOREM 2.1. (See [16].) Let f~ be C2-diffeomorphic toa convex domain and g E L2(f~). Then 
the unique weak solution u E Hlo(~) of the Dirichlet problem for equation Lu = g satisfies 
u e H2(~). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let H be a Hilbert space, B a strictly positive linear operator in H. Then the 
condition number of B is defined as 
A(B) (Bx, x) (Bx, x) 
cond(B) - A(B)' where A(B) = sup A(B) = inf 
xED(B)\{O} Ilzll 2 '  ~n(B) \ (o )  Ilxll 2 
(In general, there holds 0 < A(B) _ co, 0 _ A(B) < oo.) 
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EXAMPLE. Let L be the differential operator defined in (2), D(L) = H2(~) n H~(~). Then 
/ AVu.  Vu ~ [Vu[ 2 
A(L) = sup > m sup - -  -- oo, 
hence cond(L) = co. (The same holds for any unbounded operator as well.) 
REMARK 2.1. The above condition number underlies the phenomenon that cond(Ah) is un- 
bounded as h --* 0 (namely, cond(Ah) -- O(h-2)) if Ah arises from some discretization of L. 
The following result has been established in [17] (see also in: [8, XV/3]), being also valid in 
the corresponding Hilbert space setting. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (See [17].) Let S = ( -A ) - I L  be a linear operator in H~(~) with domain 
D(S) = H2(~) n H~(~2) (and hence, R(S) = H2(~) n H~(f~)). 
• Then there holds 
( Su, U) gl o 
m< HUH~o~ <M (u6g2(~)NH01(f l ) ,  u#0) ,  (4) 
that is, cond(S) _< M/m in the norm of Hl(fl). 
• Consequently, for any g E L2(fl) and uo E H2(fl) N H01(~2) the iteration 
2 
m( -A) - l ( Lun  -g )  6 H2(fl) n H01(~) (5) Un-{-1 = Un M + 
converges to the solution u* o[ equation Lu = g with convergence quotient (M - m) /  
(M + m) in H~ norm (and hence also in L2 norm). 
If we only assume uo E Hol(~), then (5) is replaced by the corresponding weak form 
2 
(Un+I,V)H ~ ---- (Un,V)HI ° M + m (SU,~ --b,V)H~" 
More generally, the Laplacian can be replaced by an elliptic operator for which a fast solver is 
available, and the simple iteration can be replaced by the CGM. This preconditioning approach 
has proved its efficiency in a series of papers (see, e.g., [12-14] and the references there), and is 
put in an organized form in [13] regarding mesh independent condition umbers. The aim of the 
present paper is to extend this idea to nonlinear elliptic problems. 
3. PRECONDIT IONING FOR NONLINEAR 
ELL IPT IC  OPERATORS IN  SOBOLEV SPACE 
3.1. Def init ion and Proper t ies  of the Condi t ion Number  
DEFINITION 3.1. Let H be a real Hilbert space, F a strictly monotone nonlinear operator in H 
(i.e., defined on a subspace of H). Then the condition number of F is defined as 
cond(F) = A(F) 
where 
A(F) = sup (F(v) - F(u), v - u) A(F) -- ~#~eDCF) [Iv -- u[] 2 ~#~eD(V) [[ v _ []2 , inf (F(v) - F( ), v - u) 
(As in the linear case, 0 < A(F) < oo, 0 < A(F) < c~.) 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let F be a G~teaux differentiable nonlinear operator in H, and let M >_ 
m > O. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) mnv-u l ]  2 < (F(v) -F (u ) ,v -u )  < MHv-uU 2 (u,v E D(F));  
(ii) mnhH 2 < (F'(u)h, h) < M[]h][ 2 (u, h • D(F)). 
PROOF. It follows directly from the definition of G£teaux derivative and the mean value theorem. 
Note that m and M are simultaneously sharp or not in (i) or (ii), owing to the obtained 
equivalence. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The numbers m and M are called the spectral bounds of F if they are sharp in 
Proposition 3.1. (Then cond(F) _< M/m.)  
The condition number M/m implies similar convergence quotient as in the linear case [8]. We 
reformulate this result with minimal conditions (cf. [18]). First we define a required notion. 
DEFINITION 3.3. The nonlinear operator F : H --+ H has a bihemicontinuous symmetric G~tteaux 
derivative if F is G~teaux differentiable, for any u, k, w, h • H the mapping s, t ~ F'  (u+ sk +tw)h 
is continuous from R 2 to H, and/'or any u • H the operator F' (u) is symmetric (i.e., self-adjoint). 
THEOREM 3.1. (See [7,8].) Let F : H --* H have a bihemicontinuous symmetric G~teaux 
derivative. I f  the spectral bounds of F are between m > 0 and M < oo, then 
(i) for any b • H the equation F(u) = b has a unique sohtion u* • H; 
(ii) for any uo • H the sequence 
2 
Un+l=Un M+m(F(un) -b )  (nEN)  
converges linearly to u*, namefy, 
(M-m~ '~ 
I1~ - u*ll < ~-IIF(~0) - bll \M  + m] (n • N). 
3.2. Preconditioning by Linear Operators in Hilbert Space 
The following two theorems lightly generalize our former result in [19]. They are motivated 
by the case when A(T) = oo, in which case the preconditioning linear operator is unbounded. 
(Naturally, the theorems make sense as well for large but finite A(T).) 
We recall that the energy space HB of a strictly positive symmetric linear operator B : D --* H 
is defined as the completion of D with respect o the scalar product 
(u,v)B =-- (Bu, v) (u,v • D). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let H be a real Hilbert space, D C H a subspace, T : D --* H a nonlinear 
operator. Assume that B : D --* H is a symmetric linear operator with lower bound p > O, such 
that there exist constants M > m > 0 satisfying 
m(B(v  -u ) ,v  -u )  <_ (T(v) -T (u ) ,v -u )  < M(S(v -u ) ,v  -u )  (u,v • D). (6) 
Then the identity 
(F(u) ,v)s  = (T(u),v) (u,v • D) (7) 
defines an operator F : D --+ FIB. I f  F can be extended to HB such that it has a bihemicontinuous 
symmetric G~teaux derivative, then 
(i) for any g • H the equation T(u) = g has a unique weak solution u* E HB, i.e., 
<F(u*),V)B = <g,v) (v • HB). (8) 
(If g • R(T) then T(u*) = g.) 
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(ii) For any uo • HB the sequence 
2 
Un+l = ~n M + m zn' 
(z., v) B = (F(u.), V) B -- (g, v) 
where (9) 
(v • Ha), 
converges linearly to u*, namely, 
ml__. (n • N), (10) Ilu.-u*llB_< IIP(uo)-bllB MY 
where (b,v)B = (g,v) (v • HB). 
PROOF. Let u • D be fixed. Then the inequality [Ivll < p-W2[lv[I B for the energy norm implies 
[(T(u),v)l <_ p-1/211T(u)l[llvl[B (v • D), 
and hence, v ~-* (T(u), v) is a bounded linear functional on D C liB. It has unique bounded 
linear extension 4)u : l ib --* R, and hence, the Riesz theorem defines a unique vector F(u) • Ha 
that satisfies 
(F(u), v)B = @~v (v • Ha).  
The latter gives (7) for v E D, i.e., F is the required operator. 
Now it is easy to verify (i) and (ii) using Theorem 3.1. Let F be extended to HB such that it 
has a bihemicontinuous symmetric Ggtteaux derivative. This extension can be denoted also by F 
without confusion. Then (6) implies 
mllv-ull~ <. (F(v) -F(u),v-u>B < MIIv -ul l~ (u,v • Ha), 
i.e., the spectral bounds of F are between m > 0 and M, and thus Theorem 3.1 holds for F in 
the space HB. Let b • HB be defined by 
(b,v)B = (g,v) (v • HB). (11) 
The existence of b is provided by the estimate 
I<g,v)l ~< p-a/Ullgllll~llB (v • D) 
and the Riesz theorem as above. Then the equation F(u*) = b coincides with (8). If g 6 R(T), 
then (8) means 
(T(~*), v) = (g, v) (~ e HaL 
and hence, T(u*) = g. Finally, by (11) the sequence (9) coincides with that in Theorem 3.1, 
whence stimate (10) follows. | 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume that, in addition to the conditions of Theorem 3.2, there holds 
R(B) D R(T). (12) 
If g • R(B), then for any uo E D the sequence (9) can be expressed as 
2 
?l"n+l = Un M 31- if% zn '  
Bzn = T(u,)  - g, 
where 
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and estimate (9) takes the t'orm 
1 (M-  ° 
Ilun - u*lls < m---p-~ liT(u0) - gllz \M  + m] 
PROOF. The arguments follow [19]. By virtue of (12) we have 
(T(u),v) = (B-1T(u),v)B (u,v • D), 
and hence, (7) implies 
FIb = B-1T. 
Therefore, if un • D, then the auxiliary equation in (9) takes the form 
(z.,v)s = <T(un) -g,v) (v • HB), 
and is solved by 
(n • N). 
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z,  = B - ' (T (u , )  - g) 6 D. 
Hence u0 6 D implies by induction the sequence (u,) remains in D and z, is as above. Further, 
g 6 R(B) and (11) yield 
(b, v)B = (g, v) = (B (B- lg) ,V)B = (B- lg,  v )s  (v e HB), 
and hence, b = B- lg.  Here the energy norm satisfies 
Ilwll- --- P-1/:IIBwll (w • D). 
Setting w = F(uo) - b = B-l(T(uo) -g ) ,  (10) yields the required estimate. | 
REMARK 3.1. The essence of Theorem 3.3 is that in the case cond(T) = oo the linear pre- 
conditioner B is able to yield cond(B-1T) <__ M/m. Theorem 3.2 is the corresponding weak 
form. 
We note that Theorems 3.2 or 3.3 hold under more general assumptions ( ee [9]). If D(B) is 
a proper subset of D = D(T) and assumption (6) is replaced by 
rally- ull~ < (T(v) -T (u ) ,v -u )  g MIIv- ull~ (~,v • D), (13) 
then dearly the assertions of Theorem 3.2 remain valid. Further, m and M may depend on [lU[]B 
and IlvllB, or T may be a suitable noninjective operator. 
3.3. Precondit ioning in Sobolev Space 
3.3.a. Precondit ioning by l inear elliptic operators 
In the sequel we consider the following quasilinear differential operator. Let f~ C R N be a 
bounded omain which is C2-diffeomorphic to a convex domain. Let f • C1(~ × R N, R N) have 
symmetric Jacobians ~ satisfying 
[Of(x,,))O~? < #2 < eo, (la) 
for all eigenvalues A(~) ,  the constants #1 and #2 being independent of (x, ~/). We define 
T(u) - - div f (x,  Vu) (15) 
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with domain D(T) = H 2 (~2)n H~ (f/) in the real Hilbert space L 2 (12). (Operators of more general 
form are referred to in Remark 3.4. The simplicity of the studied one (15) helps the clearer 
exposition of our ideas.) 
We start again by showing the infinite condition number to motivate the studied kind of 
preconditioning. Namely, the left side of (14) implies 
Hence, 
(T (v ) -  T(u),v - u) = f~ (f(x, Vv) - f(x, Vu)). (Vv -  Vu) _> #1 fn IV(v-  u)l ~. 
that is, cond(T) = oo. 
fn lV(v - u)[ 2 
A(T) > #1 sup = ¢x~, 
u•veD(T)  fN Iv -- ul2 
Our aim is to find preconditioner operators for the iterative solution of the problem 
T(u) = g, 
UlO n = 0, (16) 
where g E L2(~2). 
The following theorem is a suitable generalization f our former esults with Laplacian precon- 
ditioner (see, e.g., [19]). Now we use a general linear differential operator for the preconditioning 
of problem (16), relying on Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let T be the operator in (15). Let the matrix-valued function G 6 L¢¢(~, R NxN) 
satisfy c( G ( x) ) C [A, A] C (0, oo) ( x E f~ ), and denote by m and M positive constants for which 
/ Of(x,~) ~,~> < U(G(x)~,~) ((x,~) E f~ x R N, ~ E RN) . (17) m(G(x)~,~) < \ O. 
We introduce the linear operator 
Bu - - div(G(x)Vu) (u • H2(f~) n Hl(ft) with G(x)Vu • H1(~2)), (18) 
and the corresponding energy space H~(f~) with the inner product 
<u, v>a := [ c (x )w • vv (19) 
Jf~ 
(equivalent to the usual one). 
Then 
cond (B-1T) < 114 (20) 
m 
in the sense that T and B satisfy the assumptions of Remark 3.2(0. Accordingly, for any uo E 
H~(f~) the sequence 
2 
Un+ 1 ~ U n - -  Zn ,  where  
M + m (21) 
converges linearly to the weak solution u* of (16), namely, 
(n E N), (22) 
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where 
<b,v)c = ] f  gv (v • H~(12)) .
Further, i f  G • C I (~,RN×N) ,  then R(B)  = L2(f~), FIH~nH ~ = B-1T ,  and hence, for any 
Uo • H2(ll) n Hol(f~) the attxiliary problems throughout iteration (21) take the strong florin 
Bzn = T(un) - g, 
Znlo~ = 0, (23) 
and (22) can he replaced by 
Ilu~ - u*llG < IIT(~o) - g]]L~(a) ~ (n • N), (24) 
where p > 0 is the smallest eigenvedue of B on H~ (f~). 
PROOF. Following Remark 3.2(i), we first check the conditions of Theorem 3.2, with (6) replaced 
by (13), for the operators T and B in the real Hilbert space L2(~2). This proceeds imilarly to 
the quoted result with Laplacian preconditioner [19]. 
The domain of T is D(T)  = H2(f~) o H~(f~) as defined before. The divergence theorem yields 
f (25) 
Condition (17) implies 
mG(x) (Vv  - Vu). (Vv  - Vu)  < i f (x ,  Vv)  - f i  x, Vu))  . (Vv - Vu) 
<_ MG(x) (Vv  - Vu). (Vv - Vu), 
and hence, (25) gives 
mliv - ull ~ <_/n(T(v) - T(u))(v - u) < Milv - ull ~ (u ,v  • H2(f~) o Hol(~)), (26) 
i.e., (13) holds. Further, by (25) the operator defined in (7) now takes the form 
i f (u) ,  v>c = f~ f (x ,  Vu). Vv (u, v • Ho 1 (f~)). (27) 
Using that f • C 1, a calculation similar to [19] yields that F is Gg~teaux differentiable, 
fo0i (F'(u)h,v)c = -~(z, Vu)Vh. Vv (u,h,v •/-/~(a)), 
and thus, F ~ is bihemicontinuous and symmetric. Hence, Theorem 3.2 holds for (16). 
If a • CI(~,NNxN), then Theorem 2.1 yields R(B)  = /fl(f~), and hence, condition (12) is 
satisfied. Then Theorem 3.3 yields (23) and (24). I 
REMARK 3.2. An important special case of (15) is of the form 
T(u) =_ - div (a(IVul) Vu)  , (28) 
where 0 < #1 < a(r) < ira(r)) ' < #2 (r > 0). This kind of operator arises in plasticity theory or 
in connection with magnetic potential (see, e.g., [20,21]). 
We note that Theorem 3.4 can be generalized for higher order problems and systems, for 
Neumann problems, or if we add an appropriate lower order term [9]. 
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REMARK 3.3. OTHER ITERATIVE METHODS. The preconditioning operator technique of Theo- 
rem 3.4 can be used analogously for the nonlinear conjugate gradient method instead of simple 
iteration. In that case the numbers m and M in the convergence ratio (22) are replaced by V ~ 
and x/-M. Further, a fixed preconditioning operator B can be used in inner iterations for an outer 
Newton-like method, and the overall iteration remains fast if the auxiliary problems with B can 
be solved by fast methods. However, since such an outer-inner iteration consists of auxiliary 
problems with B just as the simple iteration (23), it follows easily that the overall iteration has 
similarly linear order of convergence only. 
The essence of Theorem 3.4 (as well as of the preceding Hilbert space theorems) is as follows. 
The infinite-dimensionai preconditioning means transition from the operator T to F. In the 
regular case R(B) D R(T) (holding if G E C1), we obtain the preconditioned operator indeed in 
the product form 
F(u) = B-1T(u) (u e H2(fl) n H~(~)). 
The choice of the linear differential operator B in (18) for preconditioning can be suited to the 
properties of the operator T to achieve a favourable condition number. Some suitable choices 
will be considered in Section 4. 
3.3.b Formulation with potential 
The assumptions on f imply the existence of ¢ :  ~ × R N --, R with ~(x ,  ~/) = f(x, ~l). Let us 
introduce the functional ¢ : H01 (~) ~ R, 
¢(~) - ~ ¢(x, w) .  
Then the directional derivatives of ¢ satisfy 
~--v(u) = fnj:(x, Vu)" Vv 
(29) 
If H~(f/) is equipped with the inner product (19), then (27) yields ¢' = F for the G~teaux 
derivative of ¢. If we define ¢ in the space L2(~) with domain D(¢) = H2(~)N Hi(f/),  then (25) 
implies ¢' = T. This means that the transition from the operator T to F is achieved by changing 
the inner product under which the derivative of the potential ¢ is to be determined. This idea is 
related to the Sobolev gradient approach [6]. 
4. SOME PRECONDIT IONING STRATEGIES  
FOR D ISCRET IZED NONLINEAR PROBLEMS 
This section is devoted to some examples of preconditioning for discretized elliptic problems, 
based on the Sobolev space preconditioning framework. The preconditioners are first found on 
the continuous level as suitable operators, which then define a corresponding preconditioning 
matrix under the chosen discretization procedure. 
Roughly speaking, a discretization procedure for (16) can be regarded as follows. We define 
finite dimensional subspaces Vh C H~(~) ('indexed' by h > 0) such that tJVh is dense in H01(~), 
and discretization mappings Ph such that Th := PhT is an operator defined on Vh. The main 
requirement is that limb--.0 Th = T in some suitable sense. 
As we have seen, the explanation for limh--.0 cond(Th) = co is that cond(T) = co. (Namely, 
since the subspaces Vh fill H01(f/), therefore the condition number of the discretized operators 
tends to that of the original one.) The unboundedness of the condition numbers is thus ex- 
plained by the same property of the underlying operator in the Sobolev space. On the other 
hand, the infinite-dimensional background serves as well for providing methods to construct 
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suitable preconditioners. Namely, if B is the linear differential operator introduced in Theo- 
rem 3.4, then the matrix Bh := PhB (obtained via the above discretization mapping Ph) satisfies 
limb--.0 cond(B~lTh) = M/m. (This is the consequence of cond(B-1T) = M/m in H a (12).) We 
will focus on FEM realization, where M/m is a uniform upper bound for cond(BhlTh). 
Based on the above idea, we can develop the framework of preconditioning operators, which 
means that the proposed preconditioning matrices are the discretizations ofsuitably chosen linear 
elliptic operators. The first main advantage of this preconditioning method is that the precondi- 
tioning operators can be chosen for the problem itself, relying on the properties of the differential 
operator and independently of the way of discretization. Then the preconditioning matrix is de- 
termined irectly from the preconditioning operator by the chosen discretization method. Second, 
as just mentioned, in this way we obtain a priori mesh independent estimates for the condition 
numbers of the discretized problems. 
The efficiency of this preconditioning approach is ensured by the various linear elliptic solvers, 
developed in the past decades (see, e.g., [2,4,22]). In particular, the solution of the auxiliary linear 
problems requires ignificantly low cost in many cases when a fast solver is available [23-25]. For 
the latter reason such kind of preconditioning has proved its efficiency when the original problem 
is also linear [12-14]. 
In this section, we give some examples of preconditioning strategies that follow the described 
principle. We focus on the case of one discretized problem, i.e., when h is fixed: we consider the 
system 
Th(Uh) = gh (30) 
in a given subspace Vh, and propose preconditioning matrices in the form Bh derived from some 
preconditioning operator B. (We note that preconditioning operators can similarly be used in 
a more general multilevel case when the mesh is varied in course of the iteration. Then the 
corresponding projections Bh,, of the operator B are used in the subspace Vh~ in the n th step of 
the iteration.) Accordingly, in the sequel denote by Bh the matrix obtained from the discretization 
of the operator B. Then the corresponding auxiliary linear algebraic systems in the iteration for 
the discretized problem will be of the form 
Bhzh = rh, (31) 
where rh = Th(un) -- gh. 
The emphasis in our investigation is on the finite element discretization of the studied elliptic 
problems. The reason is that by its construction the FEM is the most natural realization of 
Sobolev space methods. Namely, in a FEM subspace Vh the theoretical iteration (21) can be 
repeated exactly such that one simply has to replace H01 (fl) by Vh. That is, the function zh E Vh 
in (31) now has to satisfy 
/ G(x)VZh. VV= / rv (v E Vh), 
where r ---- T(un) - g. Further, we obtain directly the corresponding preconditioning matrix Sh 
= ~ G(x)Vv~. Vvj (i, j = 1,..., k), (32) {Sh},,j 
where v l , . . . ,  vk is a basis of Vh. (We note that by [26] the stiffness matrix Bh can be brought 
to a convenient factorized form.) 
FEM realizations also favourable from the point of view of conditioning, since we obtain a 
uniform upper bound for cond(BhlTh). Namely, the estimates in the proof of Theorem 3.4 are 
valid in any FEM subspace Vh in the same way as in Hol(f~). Hence, if there holds the spectral 
equivalence condition (17) which ensures 
cond (B-'T) <_ M, (33) 
m 
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then we also have the subspace independent estimate 
cond (BhlTh) < M (34) 
m 
in any FEM subspace Vh. Accordingly, the convergence r sult of Theorem 3.4 is valid for the 
corresponding sequence for the discretized problem (30). 
In the sequel, we give some examples of preconditioning operators. In each section the consid- 
ered preconditioning operator 
Bu = - div( G(x) Vu) (35) 
is defined via the coefficient matrix G(x) and an estimate isgiven for the ratio M/m in (33). The 
above general considerations imply that the corresponding preconditioning matrix Bh is given 
by (32) using the actual G(x) and the obtained ratio M/m gives a conditioning estimate due 
to (34). 
4.1. Discrete Laplacian Preconditioner 
The most straightforward preconditioning operator for problem (16) is the minus Laplacian 
B = -A .  
This corresponds to the (simplest) coefficient matrix G(x) =_ I in the general operator (35). 
Condition (14) is equivalent to 
/Of(x,~)~,~) </~=l~l z ((x,,7) • n × R N, ~ • RN). /~II~12 --- \ 0,7 (36) 
That is, since the coefficient matrix of B is G(x)  - I, inequality (17) is satisfied with m -- #I 
and M = #2. Consequently, by (20) the Laplacian preconditioner yields 
cond ( -A-1T)  <__ ..._22. (37) 
#1 
In the iteration for the discretized problem, the solution of the linear auxiliary systems con- 
taining the discrete Laplacian preconditioner relies on the fast Poisson solvers developed in the 
past decades, including cyclic reduction, Fourier method, and spectral methods [23,25,27,28]. 
EXAMPLE. Let T be the operator in (28), 
T(u) =- - div (a(IVul)Vu) , (3s) 
where 0 < /~1 -< a(r) < (ra(r))' < #2 (r > 0). Then the nonlinearity f(x,~/) = a(Ir/I)fl satis- 
fies (36), and hence, (37) holds. 
More generally (instead of the above scalar nonlinearity), (37) holds with suitable spectral 
bounds/zl and P2 for operators T in which ~ is uniformly diagonal dominant. 
4.2. Separable Preeondit ioners 
Let us assume that the Jacobians of f are uniformly diagonal dominant, i.e., for all i = 1, . . . ,  N 
_ ~ of~(x, 7) > ~1 > 0 (~ e n, ~ • ~tN), (39) Ofi(x, 7) 
O~i ~=i 0~ - 
with some constant/~1 independent of x, ft. If, in addition, the functions ~ are bounded, then 
it is easily seen that the ellipticity (36) is satisfied with suitable spectral bounds #1 and #2. 
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Now the proposed preconditioning operator B is a separable lliptic operator, i.e., its coefficients 
depend on the distinct single variables Xs (s = 1,..., N). We introduce the following notations: 
for any x E ~ and 1 < s < N let ~2~ = {z E ~ : zs = xs} and 
/ 
inf [Ofs(x,~l) N Ors(X,71) as(Xs) = 
'~ERN j~s 
, ) 
j#s 
Then the preconditioning operator is defined as 
= - , 
s----1 
which corresponds to the coefficient matrix G(z) =- diag{a,(xs)}~=l. 
In the iteration for the discretized problem, the solution of the linear auxiliary systems relies 
on the fast solvers developed for elliptic problems with separable operators [23,24]. 
The construction of B implies that for all (x,~/) E ~ x R N, ~ E R N there holds 
<G(x)~,(> = ~--~a,(x~)l~,l 2 _< ¢,~ _< ~--~b~(z,)l~,l 2 _< M(G(x)~,~) 
s=l  s=l  
with M = sup~en maxs=l ..... N(bs(xs)/a,(x,)). That is, the inequality 
m(G(x)~,,) < <Of-~).,,~> <_M(G(x),,,) ((X,~I) E~xRN,  ' e~N),  
required in (17), is satisfied with m = 1 and M as above. Then (20) yields 
b,(x.) 
cond (B - IT )  < sup max (40) 
- -  xen  s=l  ..... N as (2 :$ ) "  
We note that a, and b, are 'variable bound' type improvements of the spectral bounds #1 
and/z2, and therefore stimate (40) yields a better (or at least the same) condition umber than 
the discrete Laplacian. 
4.3. Initial Shape Preconditioners 
As mentioned earlier, the coefficient matrix of the preconditioning operator is expected to be 
in some sense close to that of the original operator. In particular, closeness can be understood 
by the similar shapes of the two coefficients, with special respect o large variations between 
small and large values. In this section we sketch two such preconditioners: the modified Newton 
preconditioner and the initial coefficient preconditioner. 
In the modified Newton method the preconditioning operator comes from the initial deriva- 
tive F(uo) of the weak form F of the differential operator (see (27)). There holds 
(F'(uo)z, V)H ~ = N (x, Vu0)Vz • Vv (z, v e H01 (a) ) ,  
and hence, the strong form of the preconditioning operator is 
Bz = -div ( ~(x ,  Vuo) Vz) (z ~ H2(~) n H~(~)). 
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The initial coefficient preconditioning operator is defined for operators of the form 
T(u) = - div(b(x, Vu)Vu). 
Then the preconditioning operator is defined by the equality 
Bz = - div(b(x, Vu0)Vz) (z • H2(~) N H~(f~)). 
For both preconditioning operators, it is reasonable to choose an initial guess uo which approx- 
imates the solution as much as possible using the previous information. This obvious requirement 
has clearly even more importance here than for preconditioners independent ofUo in the previous 
sections. 
Since the preconditioned operator elies on the shape of an initial function, its conditioning is
better than those independent of the coefficients. A study of the initial coefficient preconditioner 
is found in [29]. An estimate for the modified Newton preconditioner is obtained as follows, 
assuming the Lipschitz continuity of F': 
1 + ~' l l F (uo)  - bllH'o '~= 
cond (B-~F) <_ 1-- ~l lF (~ 'o )  - bllH~ ] 
with ~ = Lpl3p2, where L is the Lipschitz constant of F '  [9]. We note that the effect of the 
initial residual on the condition umber is shown directly by the obtained estimate. 
4.4. Some Other Preconditioning Operators 
We mention briefly some further possibilities of preconditioning operators. For details see [9]. 
If we have Neumann boundary conditions instead of Dirichlet, then we can get round the non- 
injectivity of (28) by suitable factorization, and use the following modification of the operator B
in (35): 
BIv , where V := u e H2(~) : ~-~[fl - 0, u = 0 . 
In the case of fourth-order problems the analogue of the discrete Laplacian preconditioner is 
the discrete biharmonic operator. The Sobolev space background of this was investigated in [30]. 
The extension to general fourth-order linear preconditioning operators can proceed similarly to 
the second-order case. We note that in course of discretization the inconvenience aused by the 
higher order is treated by suitable techniques; for the FEM discretization of fourth-order linear 
problems, nonconforming elements are widespread, often used with mixed formulation [31]. 
Mixed finite elements can also be convenient for second-order problems. For instance, in 
equations containing the operator (28) the mixed FEM leads to a nonlinear system of the form 
BM-I(o~)BTa = fl, see [32] for general nonlinear diffusion problems. Here B and B T arise from 
the discretization of the operators - div and V, respectively. In this case the discrete Laplacian 
(Sobolev gradient) preconditioner clearly takes the product form BB T. This kind of representa- 
tion is easily produced also for FDM [6,33]. In [32] the more subtle double preconditioners 
(BBT)  -1 BMB T (BBT)  -1 BM-1B T 
have been introduced, where M = M(c~). The conditioning properties of this axe also based on 
the underlying operator in Sobolev space [10]. 
For systems of PDEs an efficient choice of preconditioning operator is the r-tuple of compo- 
nentwise Laplacians 
Bz  = ( - -Az l , . . . , - -Az , . ) ,  
where r is the number of equations. This preconditioning operator has been proposed in the 
context of linear problems in [34] for elasticity systems. The conditioning estimate for a nonlinear 
system with spectral bounds #1 and #2 is analogous to (37). 
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